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LATTER RAIN
Beautiful life giving rain
is falling as I type. Most
farmers will shift from praying for a sufficient harvest to
thanking God for His provision. This rainy season was
looking bleak until cyclones
off the coast of Mozambique brought us abundant
precipitation in the month
of January. The land had
dried out, but this rain will
carry the growing season to
completion. Most pastors in
Zambia, and practically
everyone living in the rural
areas, provide for their families through farming. These farmers have lived
through days when nothing
could be found to eat. Still,
they plant seeds they would
like to eat in the ground,
fully believing they will harvest large sacks of seeds for
all to eat throughout the
year. Actually, severe physical drought of years past
helped wake them up to
“see” the spiritual cloud and
stand in the “rain” of the
Holy Spirit

the spiritual cloud, and receive the “rain” of the Holy
Spirit. Driving home after
dropping my daughter Jamie’s family at the airport in
Lusaka (I couldn’t go inside
the airport due to covid re-

by Mike Jones
were coming on one side
and obstacles on the other.
This truck was doing public
transport and probably had
twenty people sitting in the
back with luggage. When in
the drought, and death
(crops or people) is coming
fast, and you’ve already
braced for the hit, does hope
remain?

Spiritually, my eyes were
opened and I looked up and
saw the cloud, and the “rain”
of the Holy Spirit fell on me.
Miraculously, I threw my
Land Rover into a sideways
slide, squarely hitting the
tail of the truck with the
broad passenger side of my
vehicle. Everyone walked
away, alive! Two people in
the back of the truck had
very minor cuts on their leg
from their luggage. One person had a minor cut on their
arm. The truck was not
damaged at all! The Land
Rover has been repaired and
is probably better than before. The greatest results of
strictions), after passing
this “drought” is what came
Choma
on
a
pitch
dark
rainy
Throughout history, and
after.
season night, all of a sudden
in the Holy Bible, times of
a truck appeared only a few
spiritual drought (pain,
heartache, war, and all kinds feet in front of me. The truck
of trouble) prompted people had no lights at all and was
to open their “eyes” and see moving very slowly in the
middle of our lane. Vehicles
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CONTINUED
We have received two
orphaned babies (Isabel
and Junior), which hasn’t
happened in a long time.
We are not rejoicing in babies orphaned. We rejoice
in having a Godly place for
these children, and the relatives giving them to us.
The School of
Ministry (MOTMOT) I thought
was working at
the highest level, has reached
a level I didn’t
know existed!
Its like God
opened us up
and poured a
fresh anointing
inside. Chabbobboma started a prayer
meeting Thursday afternoons
and invited me.
I walked into
the house after prayers had
begun. I could hardly
stand up. Several of those
praying fell on their faces
without anyone laying
hands on them. I guarantee you their churches will
come up to “higher

ground”.
I believe the current
war is an indication of a
spiritual “drought” that
will cause people to open
their eyes and see the
cloud, and receive the
“rain” of the Holy Spirit.
The same with the or-

phan school sponsorship,
I mentioned last month.
The problem (drought) of
orphans unable to go to
school caused them to
look up with opened eyes
and see the cloud, and the

Prayer
For receiving 2 month old Junior.
For the health of our wonderful orphan mothers.
For my time in USA mid-April to mid-Jun.
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from front
rain of the Holy Spirit has
fallen on them. They are
quickly becoming the leaders in their churches. Our
world is in big trouble
right now. If we remain
faithful, “drought” will
turn the trouble into eyes
that see the cloud and are
rained on by the Holy
Spirit with
the good
news of
Jesus
Christ. If
“drought”
seems to
have hit
your life,
look up
and turn
your eyes
upon Jesus in the
cloud, and
enjoy the
rain of the
Holy Spirit. As our
partners, the “rain” of the
Holy Spirit that falls on us
in Africa has also fallen on
you.
Remain
Faithful

Praises
For baby Isabel healthy, well, and a blessing.
For the rains and soon harvest.
For healing of orphan mother Daisy.
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